OUR MISSION

SOMETIMES THE ROAD TO HEALTH IS A RUNWAY. IF THE CARE YOU NEED IS FAR FROM HOME, ANGEL FLIGHT WEST CAN HELP.

Angel Flight West delivers health and hope using donated flights to serve people with medical or other compelling human needs. We link volunteer pilots and commercial airlines with people who require air travel to access non-emergency care and other essential services.

What qualifies as a mission for Angel Flight West?

AFW is often the connection that enables a patient to get to an important treatment or diagnosis that would otherwise be inaccessible because of financial or logistical challenges. In most cases, the need is medical, but other circumstances also qualify.

For flight requests and more information contact:

(310) 390-2958

info@angelflightwest.org

www.angelflightwest.org

AFW thanks Alaska Airlines for their ongoing partnership & support.

CFC #46412

FREE FLIGHTS for people in need
Air Transportation That Cares

AFW missions are flown by private volunteer pilots in aircraft that they own or rent, or with commercial airline partners. Our dedicated pilots and partners donate their time, flying skills and all the expenses of each flight.

WHO WE SERVE

• Patients traveling for non-emergency care at major research and children’s hospitals, specialized treatment centers and more
• Kids attending specialty camps, like those for burn survivors or cancer patients
• Domestic violence survivors in need of relocation
• Veterans and active duty military personnel
• People with other compelling human needs

WHERE WE FLY

ALASKA  ARIZONA  CALIFORNIA  COLORADO  HAWAII  IDAHO  MONTANA  NEVADA  NEW MEXICO  UTAH  WASHINGTON  COLORADO  WYOMING

INFOGRAPHIC

WE CAN ALSO HELP LOCATE FLIGHTS WITH PARTNER AGENCIES OUTSIDE OUR REGIONAL SERVICE AREA.

TO QUALIFY

To qualify for an Angel Flight West mission, patients must:

• Be medically stable & ambulatory
• Have a scheduled appointment or pending appointment for services not available locally
• Have a financial need or other valid consideration
• Be capable of sitting upright
• If flying privately, be able to fly in a small unpressurized aircraft

REQUEST A FLIGHT

To request a flight, call Angel Flight West at: (310) 390-2958

or go online for more information to www.angelflightwest.org

FAQ’S

What type of plane will I be flying in?

In most cases, you will be flying in a small private aircraft.

Can I bring a companion?

In most cases we can accommodate a companion.

What if the flight is canceled?

A backup plan must be in place in case the flight is canceled due to adverse weather or other causes.

Can I bring my oxygen tank or other medical equipment?

At the pilot’s discretion, a patient may bring certain portable medical equipment, however, AFW cannot administer oxygen.

INFORMATION NEEDED

We need certain information to determine if an Angel Flight West mission is the right answer for your situation.

Please visit www.angelflightwest.org for a complete list of required information and contact us at 310-390-2958 for the documents you’ll need when requesting a flight.

If we must decline a mission for any reason, we’ll make every effort to refer you to other resources.